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1. Presentation of the staff exchanges
The second stage of the project consisted in a study visits taking the form of staff
exchanges among the partners. This activity permitting one representative of an
organisation to go and visit another during up to 5 days, allowing a better
understanding of new methodologies in youth work in order to adapt them and
implement these practices within the local context.

Objectives of the staff exchanges




Getting to know better each organisation in their local
context;
Give new ideas for innovative practices;
Develop further projects with confidence on reliable
partners.

Between March 2015 and August 2015, ten staff exchanges took place,
involving fourteen partner organisations in the project. During the evaluation
meeting, the two first days were dedicated to the staff exchange, reviewing
them, evaluating them and giving recommendations for future staff exchanges.

A. Sending organisation: SCI Catalonia /
Hosting organisation: IPYL
From April 9th until April 15th of 2015, Ariadna Gàlvez i Rifà, the communication
and project manager at SCI Catalonia (Spain) visited IPYL in Palestine and also
took this opportunity to visit AECHF another partner organisation in the project.
IPYL’s board members welcomed Ariadna in order to present their projects and
goals as an organisation. They went to the old city of Hebron, showing to the
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guest the daily life of the Palestinians. Finally, Ariadna was able to visit IPYL’s
workcamps, allowing her to get familiar with the concrete activities implement
in a difficult and conflicted environment, in Bethlehem for instance.
She also had the chance to visit AECHF’s office and center in the old city and to
visit some of their projects. The staff exchange ended on a meeting where
Ariadna and IPYL planned the programme for the venue of IPYL’s representative
in SCI Catalonia’s office.
Ariadna shares that thanks to this
experience she has learned a lot about
“I have learned a lot about
Palestine and it helped her understand the
Palestine and it helped me
socio political obstacles that exist in order
understand how life is there.”
to become partner with a Palestinian
Ariadna, SCI Catalonia
organisation. Ingrid Danckaerts, president
of SCI Catalonia was representing her
organisation during the evaluation meeting in Amman; she shares that “it would
be important to have more time to visit all the parts of Palestine, with or without
occupation. It’s not sightseeing as it is the best way to understand the context
by going to the places where the organisations have theirs activities”.

B. Sending organisation: SJ France /
Hosting organisation: I Dare
Kristine Roke, international workcamp coordinator at SJ France was hosted by
the Jordanian organisation I Dare from April 22nd until April 28th of 2015.
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Kristine and I Dare team at their office

The guest was immediately taken into immersion in the activities organised by I
Dare. Indeed, she was part of a meeting with the partners of Creative economy
Forum which brings together
entrepreneurship, artists, creative
“Human contact and exchanges has
people and workers in the business
great importance despite the digital
side in order to give space for new
and on-line communication possibilities
available today”. Kristine, SJ France
innovative
and
sustainable
initiatives.
The main focus of the visit programme was driven to:





The organisations presentations - their structure, fund-rising strategy, values,
the approach chosen to reach the aims projects and tools used;
Meeting with local partners and ministry of Social Development in order to
discuss the social context in Jordan and how it affects the life of young
people, what is the role of the youth organisations in improving the
situation in this complex context;
Meetings with local youth from different social backgrounds, youth from
the Palestinian refugee camp.
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Visit at the ministry of Social Development in Amman

Kristine shares that with I Dare “there is a space for
cooperation” as they are experts in the field of interreligious dialogue, no hate speech in the region, and
for developing training modules against violent
extremism.

“We hope to send
volunteers to I dare
and to give financial
support to I Dare’s
volunteers, even
trainings could be coorganised on certain
topics.” Kristine, SJ
France

Kristine and I Dare team at their office
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C. Sending organisation: JAVVA /
Hosting organisation: Baladna
From May 10th until May 16th of 2015, Laura Drielsma, hosting officer for the
Belgium organisation JAVVA visited Baladna, an Israeli organisation.
The programme of this exchange had three main focuses:




To better understand the history and context of the Palestinians in Israel
and the situation of civil society today;
To learn about Baladna’s role in the community and its different projects
with youth and the issues and topics being addressed;
To gain a broader understanding of Palestinian civil society and activism
across Israel, covering a number of different cities and NGOs.

Indeed, the visit started with a presentation of the staff and the work of the
organisation. Laura was then guided through a visit of Haifa, Tel Aviv University
and Baladna’s partners such as Adalah - The Legal Center for Arab Minority
Rights in Israel, Laura also met young student activists which allowed her to
understand better the current political reality in which Baladna develops its work.

Visit of Um al-Fahm
Baladna youth
group: youth group
with students of
secondary school
having discussions
about gender issues
and "honor crime"
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Laura shares that “the staff exchange is a great opportunities for the involved
organisations” as future cooperation were discussed such as conducting an
exchange of volunteers between the two organisations and allowing a training
for the young Palestinians and Belgium on advocacy, media and public
speaking.

D. Sending organisation: IPYL /
Hosting organisation: SCI Catalonia
Majdi Dana, consultative board member at IPYL – Palestine, visited SCI
Catalonia in Spain from the 21st until the 26th of April of 2015.
The initial objectives for this staff exchange according to the two organisations
were:





To get to know each other’s organisation deeper;
To learn about another culture and country;
To share each organisation’s strengths;
To start building new projects together.

Each staff member of the hosting organisation hosted
Majdi for one day and explained to him in details their field
of work and projects covered. A comprehensive meeting
with the president was held, the structure, history and
activities of SCI Catalonia
and SCI international were
“The staff exchange was
presented. Majdi understood
also a chance to discuss
the
meaning
for
SCI
funding perspectives for
Catalonia being located in a
joint Meda projects
between CCIVS members
disadvantaged
and the need to focus
neighborhood of Barcelona.
more on such activities.”

“SCI Catalonia
being located in
Raval
neighborhood of
Barcelona, young
people and local
communities feel
connected with SCI
and that greatly
facilitate
interaction with
youth with
disadvantaged
background.”
Majdi, IPYL

On the last day of the
exchange, one full day was dedicated to visiting
and participating in a training for youth participating in different projects of SCI.
Majdi, IPYL
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Majdi shares that the activities gave both organisations a chance to exchange
ideas and visions of youth work in both realities.

E. Sending organisation: AECHF /
Hosting organisation: CID
Sandrine Bert Geith, projects and fundraising coordinator at AECHF in Palestine,
visited the Macedonian organisation CID from the 3rd until the 9th of May of 2015.
The initial objectives of Sandrine through this staff exchange was to learn more
about programmes for hosting and sending volunteers and to create contacts
and build common projects with other organisations.
Sandrine summarizes her
stay in CID as five days of
intensive
experience
in
different fields: meetings
with part of the workers and
volunteers at CID, visit of
Kumanovo with volunteers,
following the volunteers
activities, participation at 2
events
for
the
Youth
European Day (stand, etc.),
participation to an event to
promote CID and Youth
exchange, activities in the
cultural center MultiKulti
and Presentation of AECHF.

Volunteers from CID
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This experience allowed the host to learn about being part of a network, about
the hosting of youth exchanges and about the integration of volunteers in
children’s activities despite their different
languages. Sandrine shares that she wishes
“In Palestine to involve
to adapt some of CID’s activities into
local volunteers is a
AECHF’s programme. Indeed, the situation
difficulty. Presence of
in Macedonia and Palestine is very similar
more international
when it comes to inter-ethnic issues and yet
volunteers for short or
also different due to the existing political
long term will be an
cooperation in Macedonia. despite this,
opportunity for
there are many models of youth work that
Hebronite Youth to
can be replicated and adapted to work in
participate in activities.”
Sandrine, AECHF
Macedonia or in Palestine.

F. Sending organisation: Baladna /
Hosting organisation: YAP Italy
From April 6th until April 12th of 2015, Mariam Farah, chairwomen at Baladna
organisation in Israel visited the team and activities of YAP Italy.
Their joint objectives were to share experience and to build common projects.

During her stay, Mariam took the
opportunity to visit another partner

Members of Yap Italy’s team
with Mariam
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organisation in the project, SCI Italy, allowing her to have a bigger view of the
projects held in the country in the field of international voluntary service. Visits of
local projects were organised and different departments of the hosting
organisations were presented in order to give the partner a better
understanding of the work organised by the hosting organisations. Mariam
shares that this experience allowed her to gather good and useful information
about how to select volunteers for projects, how to prepare them and YAP Italy
will help Baladna to organise a workcamp.

G. Sending organisation: CJM /
Hosting organisation: UNAREC
Najib
Benabdellah,
youth
exchange
coordinator at CJM in Morrocco, spent six days
from the 27th of April until the 3rd of May of 2015
within UNAREC organisation in France. His
expectations from the staff exchange were to
consolidate a friendship with the hosting
organisation, to share experience and to
create
greater
cooperation
in
the
Mediterranean region. During the exchange
Najib was able to visit local projects, to meet
with UNAREC’s local partners and to meet the
staff and volunteers of the organisation. Najib
shares it was very interesting for him to visit
Emmaüs project (partner with UNAREC), a
social
project for people with fewer
opportunities that recycle, reuse and sell at an
affordable price all types of objects, furniture’s,
clothes, household appliances, bicycles etc.
This visit gave him some new ideas to
implement in his country.

UNAREC and CJM team visit at Emmaüs
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H. Sending organisation: I Dare /
Hosting organisation: JAVVA
I Dare, in Jordan, sent, from March 23rd until March 29th, their cultural operator
Suha Ayyash, to Belgium within JAVVA organisation.
Their common objectives through the staff exchange were:







To get to know and learn more about the work of the organisation (to
understand better the identity, values and political vision of each
organisation);
To get to know the persons who run the organisaiton;
To learn about the respective strategy, pedagogical approaches and
types of actions, our target groups, resources and partners;
To share about the respective context of work;
To explore our mutual wishes and needs and to discuss about potential
future common projects.

During this visit, Suha was able to understand the values, goals, activities and
methods of JAVVA thanks to meeting the
volunteers in their organisation, taking part in
Welcoming of Suha within JAVVA
workshops
using
office
their pedagogical
tools, visiting local
project,
meeting
“The staff exchange
allowed us to know the
local partners and
human
dimension of the
through
formal
organisations not just the
and
informal
emails”. Suha, I Dare
discussions. Suha
also
visited
different
neighborhood in the city which are valuable
to understand the locality of Brussels. Both
organisations believe that sharing the
knowledge and methods between them is
really important and better partnerships can
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be built between organisations with a different background and context thanks
to a staff exchange. Indeed, JAVVA and I Dare are going to cooperate with
EVS projects by sending a Belgian volunteer to I Dare.

I. Sending organisation: ATAV /
Hosting organisation: SJ
From August 20th until August 26th of 2015, Nourhene Ben Ali, volunteer from the
organisation ATAV visited SJ in their Midi-Pyrénées delegation “Citrus”. The
exchange aimed for ATAV to get to know a local organisation, indeed
Nourhene integrated a workcamp organised by Citrus with international
volunteers and taking place in a rural area of France. This experience aimed to
share good practices from a workcamp. Nourhene shares that this was not her
expectation of the staff exchange and that she was not fully satisfied with this
experience. Citrus shares that they were not prepared to host a staff exchange
and wish in the future to have more information about welcoming and
mentoring.

Citrus workcamp in which Nourhene participated
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J. Sending organisation: YAP Italy /
Hosting organisation: CSM
The last staff exchange took place between YAP Italy and CSM. Manuela Portesi
Lauri, outgoing officer at YAP Italy, visited CSM in Morocco from the 19th until the
25th of July of 2016.
During this exchange, the two
organisation’s aim was to
understand better the local
context, to know how the
actions
of
the
partner
organisations answer the need
of the local youth civil society
and think of ways to help
each other improve these
actions.

Manuela visiting CSM’s summer school workcamp

Manuela took this opportunity to also visit the partner organisation CJM, in total
she visited four branches of the organisations, seven international projects (three
workcamps, and educational projects of school of language for children) and
many activities developed by the local
“It was so meaningful to spend
branches and focused on the involvement
the daily life of volunteers, talking
of local youth.
with them in an informal way
and understand their
motivations, their needs,
expectations and prospective
after their experience”. Manuela,
YAP Italy

For YAP Italy it was very
important to visit CSM as they
send volunteers to Morocco to
participate
to
CSM’s
workcamps. This staff exchange
allowed them to understand
better the context and projects
in which they are sending their
volunteers and indeed follow
up on recommendations for
the future projects. Manuela
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This staff exchange allowed the
organisations to realise they
had many similarities and that
they shared the same values.

Manuela with CSM’s workcamp group

2. Pros and Cons of the staff exchanges
This phase of the evaluation of the staff exchanges started with a bilateral
activity between the hosting and the sending organisations. The participants
had to first think individually about the activity regarding the three stages of the
visit: before, during and after. They were asked to write their impressions on a
sticky note before sharing their reflections in duo.
The last stage of the activity consisted in sharing the reflections about the pros
and cons of the activity to the rest of the group.
TIMING


Cons





Short timing can affect the programme: as hosting
organisation it can be difficult and stressful to have a host
who wants to visit several organisations in the same
country. It can indeed affect the initial programme.
Bad schedule in the week-ends: when possible the staff
exchange should not take place during the week-ends
because it has a negative impact on the schedule as
many organisations and institutions are closed.
Busy schedules: it can be difficult to adjust the schedules of
the hosting and sending organisation because everyone is
very busy in their own organisation. Indeed it can be
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challenging to find five free days in both schedules.
Time consuming: it can be difficult to have someone in the
sending organisation ready to travel during one week and
to have to take the time within the hosting organisation to
be with the guest during 5 days.

PROGRAMME


Cons



No programme in advance: the guest not receiving the
programme of the activities in advance can make him feel
the host is not prepared.
Plan in advance: when there are two organisations in the
same hosting country it is important that they organise their
programmes together in order to make sure that it’s not
repetitive for the guest.

COMMUNICATION


Cons





Too many persons involved: different people were involved
in the different phases of the project which can make the
communication quite difficult.
Bad bilateral communication: there was sometimes a bad
communication between the two organisations and thus a
bad planning for some activities.
Sharing reports: the reports of the activity should be shared
with all the organisations who participated in the project.
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OBJECTIVES


Pros



Remarques





Having shared projects/objectives: the activity allowed the
organisations to discover they often had mutual objectives
and goals.
Instructive: the activity also allowed the organisations to
learn many things from the one another.

Funds: to help the cooperation, there should be more
funds dedicated to future activities organised in the Meda
region.
Coordination: CCIVS should have a bigger role in the
cooperation of the staff exchanges (programmes,
organisation etc.)
Meda staff exchanges: there should be Med – Meda staff
exchanges as it is often easier to be partner with same
regions organisations.
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3. The impact of the context on IVS work
One of the activities organised during the meeting aimed to share what each
person learned thanks to the staff exchange regarding the context and the
influence of the context on the organisation’s work.
Some contexts can be limiting and affect the work of the organisations.
Indeed, the beneficiaries, the target audience, the themes, the non-formal
education, the advocacy, the approach, the area of implementation or the
cooperation Euro-Meda are all aspects that are directly related to the
context and can have a negative impact on the work.
The participants were asked to reflect on the contexts and to share what
problems can emerge from such environments:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Lack of funding;
Political-economical conflicts;
Fortress Europe, check points;
Restrictions from the funding
framework;
Fear;
Unemployment;
Conservatism;
Gender unbalance;
Racism;
Competition with the private
sector;
Lack of democracy;
Violation of Human Rights;
Social inclusion;
Active participation;
Political reform;
Political instability;
Poor networking;

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Social segregation;
Corruption;
Radicalisation;
Lack of institutionalised youth
work;
Military occupation;
Xenophobia;
Depth;
Poverty;
Lack of intercultural dialogue;
Online hate speech;
Conflict;
Cultural heritage;
Health care;
Media;
Anti-immigration;
Decentralisation;
North-South inequalities;
Violent extremism.
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